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Logical Construction of the Theory of A Priori Measure 
Y oshio Kinokuniya氷
Ahstract 
In this paper， we shal logicaly se as to how the theory of a priori measure 
was established. Notion of the destination pro巴esis introdu巴edhere for the first 
time， and the problem of well-ordering is investigated from our special view-point. 
1. Destination Process. In the previous paperl)， 1 introduced a system 
ofaxioms to form the fundamental part of the theory of a priori measure. 
In this field， the investigations lie in historical accumulation of the intui-
tive trials and systematizational experiments， which naturally connect with 
epistemological comments. In the classical analysis， we often learned that 
the method of majoration gives very transparent short cut to deal with 
the aggregative properties. Majoration is found possible when the measur-
ing of the objects is given in advance. But， even when measurability 
of the objects is not sure， our constructive expectation for a majoration 
may not be denied out. 
If a set M is given and expected to be provided with a property T 
when it is proved r-measurable， the set M will be said provided with the 
property pαsαd開tinαtion，or destined to the pro仰吋yT with respect to r -meαsuγe. 
If it is surely promised by the destination provided for M， that r(M)=α 
if M is r-measurable， then we conclude that M is r-measurable and r(M) 
=α. This process of conclusion will be called Destinαtion Process. 
Null-Measure Assertion2) may be found equivalent to the axiom: 
Axiom N. If the cαγ病問lsψ1αnd仇 ofthe respective injinite sets of points 
M1 and M2，伽 αjinite-dimensionαlEuclidi，αn space， befound伽 therelation 
ψIく仇，
then the sets ~αnd M2α，re dest如edto be 
伝(M1)/混(M2)= 0 
恭紹国谷芳雄
1) Y. Kinokuniya: F1棚dαmentalVie初po仇tsi叫 thel'heoryザ APriori Meαsure. Mem. Muro-
ran Univ. Eng. Vol. 2， No. 1 (1955). 
2) Cf. e. g. p. 214， ibid. 
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undeγα normαl system of point-dimension1)， by which the meαsure ofαset M is 
tυγiten as伝(M).
Under a normal system of point-dimension， the a priori measure of a 
set 111 is given by the formula 
伝(M)二 n(M)ρ
where p is the uniform point-dimension (i. e. the uniform measure of point) 
and n(n1) is the inversion number of jlff， which has been defined to indi-
cate the number of the points contained in lJl~ If the sets 広三1t~~...
are m-measurable and R=HMk' it is destined that 
伝(M;)主 m(M2)ミ-
and n(M;忘れ(~)孟…
Therefore， ifthe set R is denied the determination 
lli(R)ニ 0，
it must be that 
lim伝(Mk)= o>O. 
80 it may be destined that 
ロ(R)= o/p. 
Then， by the destination process， it is concluded that R is m-measurable 
and 議(R)= d. 
When the measure m isaltered by a non-negative general measure r， this 
principle may be generalized in the following form: 
Criterion A. If 
R 二円 M
αE¥lt 
QI beingαset of ordinal numbers. The determination 
r(B)チ O
is possible f or αn削O仰仰
n附Z悦u仰?ηm~be伊γ ð>O s側uc劫h悶
forθαchαof Ql. 
r(耳fα)> d; .Mα二円 Ms
β〈α
3) Point-dim開 osionm巴ansthe measure of a point. When al the points in the spa巴eare meas-
ured to have the same value of point-dimension， the space is said put in a冗ormalsystem 
of point-dimension. Cf. e. g. Kinokuniya: A Couγse of Radon仰向 Calc叫l1柑 (1953)(this booklet 
wil be obtained at Maruzen， Sapporo Japan). 
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2. Conditions for Additivity. V be a simply connected do-main which 
deforms itself in the manner 
173P i. e. 円17=(P) 
→中
'1 
(P) being the set consists of a single fixed point P， and let us designate 
the symbol 
ザ (17-P)こ(コP仁)ト
In the classical set-theoretical point of view， itwas considered evident that 
(コP仁)'1'= void. 
From our standpoint， each point cannot mean a mere position in the space， 
but it is posited to be accompanied with its occupation勾
( (P)) 
which is defined as a sort of infinitesimal spacing occupied by the point 
P to form a measurable volume in the space by aggregation， so that 
(コP仁)'1'may be naturally understood as a sort of spacing quality which 
may not be an aggregation of points， but is to be considered as something 
qualitative not void. Let us call the quality 0 P [_)'I' the aimosphere of the 
point P 句 theαsνmptotic neighb開 γ加。 ψ.
If a simply connected domain V is contained in the set M and P is 
a point contained in V， then we have the destination 
r(M) = r(M-V) + r(V-P) + rp， 
when r is an additive function of a set and r p indicates the value dis-
tributed to the point P by r. This is directly interpreted in the from 
r(M) = r(M-P) + r((コ P仁川十 rp •
Besides， we evidently have 
r(M) = r(M-P) + r p ・
Consequently we see the destination 
t(口P仁)cp)= 0 
is needed. 80 we have: 
Therem 1. In or伽 t加tr(M) mα，y beαn additive funct伽 ofαset，it is 
neces.悶rythαt 
r((コP仁)cp)= 0 
byαny <p. 
4) Cf. e. g. Kinokuniya: Jil，叫冗dα叩entalViewpo伽ts伽 the '1'heory of A Priori Meα8ure. Mem. 
Muronan Univ. Eng. Vol. 2， NO.1 (1955). 
(265) 
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Similar condition is observed in the summation of r-measurable sets. 
Let the family of bounded setsめ {Ma}correspond by the su由xto the set 
91 of ordinal numbers; 
Ma =包Ms'
坑tα〉
引(α)being the section of 91 with respect to α(i. e. the set of the elements 
of 91 less than α)， and 
R=円(M.一眠); 
the right hand of the third relation means the intersection of the sets 
M一指α・ Incase the measure is non-negative (and additive)， we have 
r(有)= r( 宥α ~lM)+ r(M-i'l九)
which leads to the relation 
r(M) = iim r(宥α円M)十 r(R)
because r(諸αrllJ1)is increasing with respect to αand bound. 
II r(R)ヂ 0，
by Criterion A there must be found a positive number d such as 
r(斑 -Mα)> d for each α. 
Hence， we have the destination that 
r(R) > d 
so that the residual set R may not be a void one. Therefore， ifit may 
be asserted that the set B should be void， we may conclude by the des-
tination process that 
r(B) = O. 
For the aim of the residual diminution (say Rニ void)，the following axiom 
町layserve: 
A xiom R. 91 beαsd of町dinαlnumbers and the J<αmilνof r・moαsU/rable
sets {lW，} be uniformly bounded with respect to r， then if 
M三有 =~Ma
αnd r [(有一斑)円有α]= 0 for each set 諸α= @; )J'Ts 
βE叫(α〉
91 (α) being the section of 91 wuh r，ωpect to 0:， M is d，伺 t?;nedto be 
r(M) = r(有). 
5) i. e. a r-measurable set 8 (of finite measure) exists su巴ha日
jJTαcs for each αE 91. 
(266) 
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In the theory of probability， when we take the sequence of intervals 
In=[一n，nJ (n= 1，2，…) and denote by R the limit of 
(ー ∞，∞)-ZL，
the probability that a point is found in R after an equiprobable cast is 
considered to be zero， whereas 
Prob. (XIεIn) = 0 for each n = 1，2，… (ρ) 
X being the aleatory variable defined as the abscissa of the point after a 
cast. 1 think this contradiction is not a mathematical one， because there 
may be no other conclusion than 
Prob. (XεR) = 1 
if we assert simultaneously (ρ1) and 
Prob. [Xε(一∞，∞万二1.
In this case， the residual R may not diminish in the meaning that R is a 
kind of atmosphere of the infinites. However， ifwe assert simultaneously 
Prob. (亙εR)=Oand R=void， then we should abandon the computation (ρ'). 
To consider each point of (一∞，∞)as of homogeneous chance， may not 
be of a natural evidence. If one doas insist on this viewpoint， he may 
pass through only one condition that he introduce the new quontity 
ω= lim l/n 
n→司
which is not a mere zero， but 1S promised to make up the length 1 by 
the total summation 
@'ω=ω ・limn.
n一歩坦
3. Measure of a Sum. In the theory of a priori measure the follow-
ing axiom i8 important: 
Axiom M. 1f r isαnon-negαtive measureαnd there exist r・measurable ets 
Mn(n=1，2，…) and S such that 
窟lC~C...CMnCMn+l三.・・三斑二S
wnd if foγα仰 measuγαbleset Fn contαined in the set 
M-Mn 
the relation 
r(Fn)く九
is observed， whereε→o as n→∞， th仰 itmust be that the set M is r・measurable
αnd 
r(M) = 1im r(M_n). 
(267i 
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1n the designations ofAxiom B given in the previous paragraph， as 
the sets Mαare uniformly bounded so that the sets諸αarebounded by 
the S'1me bound， there exists the supremum r of the values 
r(.Mα) (α巴引). 
Mαmay be supposed r-measurable， ifwe promise the mathematical in-
duction to deal with it. 
1n this case， there may be extracted a sequence {Ma) (ん=1，2，…)
such as 
lim r(立町)= r;
叫く α止+1(k=1，2，…)。
If lim r(1Jf-.Mak)乎 O
with respect to r， according to Criterion A， there must exist a set N and 
a positive number o such thht 
and 
N:三 II(有一括aJ
r(N) > CJ> 0， 
so tha t M may be destined to be 
r(諸)ミd+ r.
On the other hand， itcan be proved that 
lim r(茸ー窟α)= 0; 
in the contrary case， by CriterIon A the set 
R 二日(章一話α)
(1) 
must contain a set of positive トmeasure，that is contradicrory since the 
set R is void. Hence， there may be extracted a sequence諸sk (た=1，2，.一)
such that 
lim r(語れ)三三d+r
if (1) is the case. However， this is contradictory to the fact the r isthe 
supremum of the values r(諸α). 
Thus， we attain two destinations for the set M ， i.e. 
r(M)とT
and γ(諸)三三T
which lead to the conclusion 
r(M) = r. 
Theorem 2. In the designations ofAxiom R， if r is臼 non哨 θgαtivemeasure 
(268) 
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which complies withαxiωns Mαnd R，指 isトmeαsuγαbleαnd
r(謹)= r 
r being the supremum 01 the vαlu四 r(窟α).
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4. On the Problem of Well-ordering. A priori meaJure is very dif-
ferent from the classical aspect on the measures. Especially， itis asserted 
that any set of points in a白nite-dimensionalEuclidian space is measurable， 
as far as the set may be considered as a determined one in the meaning 
defined in our theory (i. e. it complies with the axioms assumed in our 
theory). Next， ifa set has its cardinal number to be really 1ess than that 
of continum， the measure of it is asserted to be zero. 
These facts have been carefully examined and established. The foun-
dation of this work was one of Our theory. In accordance of such special 
distinctions of a priori measure， itwill be rather natural if we may have 
an unexpected result of assertion which may not be induced from the 
classical theory of measure. An example of this sort is found when we 
expand our theoretical viewpoint on the problem of well-ordering of a set. 
The answer is negative. 
Let us denote by腕 theset of al the ordinal numbers which corre-
spond to the respective cardinals really 1ess than that of continuum， and 
by腕(α)the section of腕 withrespect toα(ε腕).
If the set 
E = [O，lJ 
can be regarded as a well-ordered set， there may be found a family of 
subsets {Ea} such that 
腕3a~Eα:α く戸→EaCEß cE 
(~means univoque correspondence). The set 
Eα= (0 Es 
βEIlJ(a) 
is bounded by E， so that the supremum説 ofthe values m，(Ea) exists and 
according to Theorem 2 
m，(E) =玩; E = (0Eω・
四t
By the way， we may suppose in advance the ordinal number of the 
set Ep coincides withα， so that 
伝(Eα)ニ ofor each αε腕 (2) 
because each αcorresponds to a cardinal really 1ess than that of continuum; 
then， by Null-measure Assertion (2均)iおsdirectly concluded. So， we have 
(269) 
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誠二 O
hence， by Theorem 2 
iii(E) = O. 
It is well-known that the cardinal of the set E is not less than that 
of continum. Therefore， we may suppose in advance that 
vl(E) =弱(E)= 1. (3) 
Thus we reach a contradiction， so that E may not be regarded as a well-
ordered set. 
In this demonstration we used the fact that E may be set in advance 
in the relation (3). This is simply verified if we take the viewpoint of the 
theory of a priori measure. Under a normal system of point-dimension 
p， if E and E are found in biunivoque correspondence， the respective 
inversion numbers n(E) and n(E) are equal. So， the relation (3) is evident 
because 
ゑ(E)ニ n(E)p and iii(E) = n(E)p. 
5. The Problem of Exhaustion. In case of enumerability， summation 
and intersection give the inversive expression for each other; i. e. if ~三
~三 ...S;JtIn三Mn+l三…CM， then 
M= L)JtIn~→ JI(M-Mn) = void. 
If one persists in this relation to be e在ectivefor the general case of the 
family {M~} 叫， it is to have the relation 
where 
者二 UM，α←→円(章一指)= void， 
Mω- U JtI~ 
βE!高(a)
(4) 
21(α) being the section of 21 with respect to α. This is the viewpoint of 
our theory and Axiom R is a mere interpretation of this formula modified 
in the measure-theoretical style. 
In respect to a set 21 of ordinal numbers， ifthe family of the sets 
{JtIa} is found in the relation (4)， M may be said to be exhαustible 句 the
fαmily {ljf a}; thus we have the problem of exhaustion. Concerning this 
problem， we may see an important distinction in regard to the following 
two examples: 
1-1 n-1 l 
Ex. 1. Iニ (0，1)， I.~ェ|一一，一一一 I ('九二2，3，3，…);then I is exhαustible by 
I n n I 
{-ln} • 
Ex. 2. L be set consists of the expr・essions
A1e1十 ，{2e2+…+んe明 (厄ニ1，2，…) (5) 
(270) 
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where ，11' ，12' ..αreγeα1 numbersαnd the elem仰 tsC1， C2， ...αγe considered to be 
independent in respect to the real coeficients，αnd the set Ln be the set of the 
expr側側 (5)restricted within 
悦三 n，
then L mαν be exhαustible bν{Ln}. 
In case Ex. 1 we have 
伝(I-In) n(I-In) ハ
伝(In) n(ζ) . ~ as nー +白コ
n denoting the inversion number of the set given in ( ). In case of Ex. 
2， we may denote byロanabstract correspondence to the inversion number 
of a set on the supposition of a destinational normal system of measuring 
the elements; then it is evident that we might have 
which implies 
n(Ln+l-Ln) 一一子一-， 二三 1
n(Ln) 一
n(L-Ln) 
n(Ln) 
ニ二日コ.
This relation is apparently incompatible with our intuitive presumption 
h主部加協:tion.
If the sequence (叫)is not given as determinate， the exhaustion of L 
may not be regarded to be sure. So， the exhaustibility of L by (Lk) is 
consistent only when the base-system (向)is determinate as a total. This 
is the adjudication by means of the total structure of the set L; that 
may not be reached by the mere process of summa tion 
Lj + (L2-Lj)十(L3-L2)十…
Such a case should be discriminated from the measure-theoretical case an 
example of which is given by Ex. 1. 
These being so， we ought to distinguish at least two genres of ex・
haustion: exhαustion仇 measureand exhαustion in total. The simplest example 
of the exhaustion in total is given by the set of the natural numbers 
Fニ(1，2，3，…). In this case we have 
n(N-.N~) 
n(Nk) 一一
( 6 ) 
where Nk=(1. 2，ー ，k)(the set of the natural numbers not larger than k). 
The method of enumerable summation is the most important source 
of logical proceeding in the theory of sets. The essential utiiity of this 
method lies in the point that it proceeds along the primitive scale of 
(271) 
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human counting. But it is remarkable that the exhaustion of the total of 
enumerability is possible only when we promise to count the total exactly 
in the same way of counting by which we expected the total; however， 
the difficulty of the relation (6) shaIl be left not erased. 
In regard to the exhaustion in measure， itis especially important that 
the primitive Lebesgue measure of an enumerable set is found to vanish. 
Mαthemαtical Sem伽ar
初 theMurorαn Univ. Eng.， Hokkαido 
(Received Apil 1， 1957) 
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